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About This Content

The dramatic stylings of FX Bilodeau, composed for The Shrouded Isle. Cello played by Camille Frappier-Fortin and piano by
Louise Francoeur.

Track list:
1. Sacrificial Overture (40s)

2. Scorned Anew (2:34)
3. Skyclad Faith (4:35)

4. Lethargic Deosil (5:20)
5. Duetarium (5:02)

6. Rite of Ostara (6:15)
7. Dawning Down the Madness (5:44)

8. Chernobog of the Fall (5:56)
9. Lingam Pentacle (5:49)

Total running time: 41 minutes.
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the shrouded isle soundtrack

What Eroge is this? duhuhu. It was okay.. This game blows, play War Thunder instead.. I would have given it a mediocre option
if I could but its either a yes I would recommend or a no I wouldn't so I picked a no. I liked the voice actor, the atmosphere, the
environment but thats all I liked really. No story to it apart from your 2 companions on the voyage to the moon had died but you
know why and how they died at the beginning anyway. You encounter aliens and alien plants but not much in terms of story with
them either. Lets talk about the puzzles they are hard I mean really hard. . Perhaps if there were clues around then that wouldn't
be so bad and there are hardly any (unless there are and I missed them!) certainly requires alot of thinking. I had to go to a
walkthrough many many times Im embarrassed to say. perhaps if there was a story I may have had more incentive but there
wasn,t. I didnt know what was happening next and quite frankly I didn't care. overall though it was an ok game if your an avid
adventurer point and click gamer. also the inventory made the game alot harder than was needed really as I had way to many
items like around 50!!!. The concept is good, but I feel like this game tries to be a bit too much like Super Meat Boy. Hell, it
could even be a reskin, with less gameplay options (Such as sliding, double jumps and such.). Delay on the jump is a bit
awkward as well. Don't get me wrong, it's not a bad game per say, but it could use some improvement.. Where is the original
hungarian language ???? Come on... This is a HUNGARIAN gamae!!!!. Intel core i7 and 15 fps on default settings, srsly?
I waited 1 year for fix, where it is?
. Very entertaining. Requires thinking.. Terrible game. Mindless grind. Mediocre graphics. No character customization. No
voice acting, just grunts and text boxes. Avoid like the plague.
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OK, I am desperate masochistic perv so I actualy completed the game which took like ~1.5 hours. And 20 minutes of it I was
looking for one particular door on some of the levels which contained a lot of backtracking. It's nice that dev attempted to
parody Quake but attempt is not a succes especially in this case.
Mouse controls are very floaty and sometimes just doesn't respond for some time and than quickly move crosshair much farther
than you wanted. Monsters are stupid and often spawn behind you or right in front of you giving no time to react. Curvy parts of
floor slows you down. And I stuck in walls couple of times - only couple because later I tried to keep myself as far from the
walls as I can.
What is true in the description - I must admit levels are really pretty different in terms of mechanics. In one level you must
jump a lot, in some other you must look for buttons or jump on a platforms or moving stones.
Overall, this game is better than some other Unity projects and on par with Putrefaction for example, which is nort great but still
better than some clunky horrors. But it still needs a lot polish. And I mean like A LOT.

Worst of all is the fact that Quake is sooo much better in all aspects including graphics - which is a shame knowing it was made
almost 20(!!!) years ago.. The game will not start.. Do you like war.. CUS THIS IS WAR. This has got to be the worst
simulation game ever made , The controlls are horrible , The commands are very confusing and complex , i mean everything
about this game is horrible , who ever designed this game ' is obvious they didn't put much effort to make it a real experience ,
instead a half broken experience. I'm Glad i only paid 5$ for this garbage , in all honesty ' is not even worth 5$ , Nothing about
this Game Feels Simulation... Stay Away from This one " EURO TRUCK" is way better .. This is probably the best HOG I have
ever played - there are others that have done individual aspects better (better hidden-object to other-puzzles ratio, for instance),
but this is the prettiest, best plot, best voice acting, tense and adventurous, and it has an ending that wraps up the trilogy without
doing the "you defeated the boss! roll credits!" thing that an annoying number of HOGs do. Even the hidden object puzzles tend
to be more difficult than average; there are several where you have to combine objects, but there are an even number of
"combinable" objects vs plain objects, and the combinable ones may have 3-4 separate parts.. Super simple or as complicated as
you want it to be... there are plenty of other reviews that go into more detail about the game play.

Ill only say that almost everything works great, there are little bugs, but non game breaking.

I love the game, i havent finished it, (im at around lvl50 as i write the review ~4hrs in) and im already dreading finishing it
because i want MORE.

Super recommended!!!. Simply the best Napoleonic RTS Wargame availible.

Following on from the excellent and highly acclaimed civil war series, Scourge of War: Waterloo recreates napoleonic battles
with eye watering beauty and realism. Forget the Total War series. SOWW realistically captures what it was like to command
these huge armys and presents you will real challenges as a virtual commander. As well as the enitre battle of waterloo, you can
fight endless sandbox battles and even a sandbox campaign.Multiplayer can be a cooperative with many players each
commanding various units or head to head. Great fun, especially in the unique HITS (Headquarters in the saddle) mode.

If you are remotely interested in Napoleonic Warfare or indeed RTS, get this game, you wont be dissapointed.
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